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International Urban Sustainability &
Green Building Conference 2016 KL, Malaysia
- Session 8, Room 306 th
5 March, 11:30-12:00pm

Topic : Building Commissioning as Delivery
Process and Performance Evaluation,
Collaboration with institute of higher learning

By: Ir. Soong Peng Soon – GBI Commissioning Specialist

Most green building rating tools are intent-based, design tools…
Trying to meet Owner’s Project requirements by concepts…

With exception, examples of design & performance evaluation tools are the
GBI rating tools and the forthcoming LEED V4…
- Provision on feedback of performance data for achievement verification process
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Complaint since 2009 : Green Building not efficient enough
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Presentation to rating bodies (whether GBI
or LEED) is important for certification.

Certification is divided into 2 parts:
-

Design Assessment (Generally
paperwork evaluation)

-

Completion & Verification Assessment
(Detailed presentation of actual result)

-

Renewal for every 3 years

Application &
Registration

Design
Assessment

Completion
& Verification
Assessment

Renewal
every
3 years

What is Commissioning & Verification to Green Building Project?
Commissioning is a quality assurance process
that ensure building systems are designed,
installed and performing to the Owner’s Project
Requirements
It enhances the delivery of a project & focuses
upon verifying and documenting that the facility
and all of its systems and assemblies are
planned, designed, installed, tested, operated,
and maintained to meet the Owner’s Project
Requirements. Owner must get the value out of
their effort & investment into green initiatives
upon turnover.
Commissioning is an ongoing process
(ideally, spanning from pre-design into
occupancy)
It is NOT a “construction event”
It is NOT a short-term “inspection task”
It is NOT just a “punch list” for clearance at the
end of construction

Application &
Registration
Commissioning
Process starts here

Design
Assessment
Commissioning
Process intensified
here

Completion
& Verification
Assessment
Commissioning
Process continues
through operation
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Green Building Commissioning related items
These involved knowledge in many fields
EE1
EE2
EE3
EE4
EE5
EE8
EE9

MINIMUM EE PERFORMANCE
LIGHTING ZONING
ELECTRICAL SUB-METERING & TENANT SUB-METERING
ADVANCED EE PERFORMANCE
ADVANCED EE PERFORMANCE
EE VERIFICATION
SUSTAINABLE MAINTENANCE

EQ1
EQ3
EQ5
EQ6
EQ7
EQ8
EQ9
EQ10
EQ13
EQ14
EQ15

MINIMUM IAQ PERFORMANCE
CARBON DIOXIDE MONITORING AND CONTROL
MOULD PREVENTION
THERMAL COMFORT: DESIGN & CONTROLLABILITY OF SYSTEMS
AIR CHANGE EFFECTIVENESS
DAYLIGHTING
DAYLIGHT GLARE CONTROL
ELECTRIC LIGHTING LEVELS
INTERNAL NOISE LEVELS
IAQ BEFORE & DURING OCCUPANCY
POST OCCUPANCY COMFORT SURVEY: VERIFICATION

SM13
WE1
WE2
WE3
WE4
WE5
IN1

BUILDING USER MANUAL
RAINWATER HARVESTING
WATER RECYCLING
WATER EFFICIENT - IRRIGATION/LANDSCAPING
WATER EFFICIENT FITTINGS
METERING & LEAK DETECTION SYSTEM
INNOVATION IN DESIGN & ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN INITIATIVES

Conventional Building Commissioning was started for requirement of airconditioning & ventilation systems, initially focusing on adjusting &
balancing for ducting, piping, equipment & accessories. The measurement
& verification usually involves the conventional technologies of:
• Pressure & temperature
measurement
• Measurement & airflow &
water flow
• Instantaneous reading on
power consumption
• Simple noise measurement
• Other simple & straight forward
evaluations.
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Green Building Commissioning includes more expertise in other building
systems. The list of specialties expands as the green building rating system
evolves and raising the bar. Many conventional “Commissioning Specialist“
were caught unprepared when move into this new definition of Green
Building Commissioning. For example, extra expertise shall be needed in:
• Building Enclosure
• Daylight & glare research
• Advanced illumination research on special & new lighting options
• Indoor environmental health analysis & human comfort research
• Rain fall analysis, vegetation, water treatment research
• Energy use analysis & data acquisition hardware & software.
• Reflectance & emissivity of material surface
• Etc. & etc.
Essentially, Commissioning Specialist for Green Building can be a team
rather than a single individual.

Examples of expertise not common in conventional commissioning and may
be assisted by research in higher learning institutions
Daylight harvesting, sun path analysis, rainfall study, vegetation study,
heat island effect, etc.
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Examples of expertise not common in conventional commissioning and may
be assisted by research in higher learning institutions
Indoor air quality, measurement & tracing of gases have been research
topics in universities, which are emphasized in green buildings:
When constructing cost-effective buildings, it is easy to forget that the success or
failure of a project may rest on its indoor environmental quality (IEQ).
Healthy, comfortable employees are often more satisfied and productive.
Unfortunately, this simple truth is often lost, for it is easier to focus on the first-cost
of a project than it is to determine the value of increased user productivity and
health. Facilities should be constructed with an appreciation of the importance of
providing high-quality, interior environments for all users.

For example, list of Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) is unfamiliar to common construction:
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Examples of expertise not common in conventional commissioning and may
be assisted by research in higher learning institutions
Effect of noise to occupants is as important as other parameters and the
effective methods & decision to eliminate unwanted noise & vibration is
still a subject of research:

Examples of expertise not common in conventional commissioning and may
be assisted by research in higher learning institutions
Human Response to temperature, humidity, wind speed and radiant
temperature is still much a subject of research:
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Examples of expertise not common in conventional commissioning and may
be assisted by research in higher learning institutions
Energy use verification & rating is still much debatable subject in
industry. Much efforts have been poured into finding the best building
modeling software to predict energy use and on the monitoring hardware
& software to acquire data on actual energy use.
And, as we used more electronic to save energy intelligently, we bring in
other problem such as harmonics, which is relatively new topic, currently
only actively being researched in universities:
It is embarrassed that some analysis in USA suggests that:
“Green buildings perform no better, and in fact perform worse, than nongreen buildings. Many recommended actions, especially those selected by
users, have little to no effect. Too few of its standards are results-driven,
with high pay-back in areas other than environmental stewardship. Its
rewards are self-serving, and used more often by a narrow
group of elite users rather than a broad population.”
Probably, these green buildings were not properly
commissioned and Owner’s Objectives had not been
met.

Measurement & Verification
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Configuration of EMS

A good EMS will fulfill requirements on:
Enhanced and Monitoring-Based
Commissioning

Hands-On Exercise:
Use the Excel file “Level 6 exercise.xls” to create the following X-Y scatter
graphs: Overall
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Hands-On Exercise:
Use the Excel file “Level 6 exercise.xls” to create the following X-Y scatter
graphs: Weekday

Hands-On Exercise:
Use the Excel file “Level 6 exercise.xls” to create the following X-Y scatter
graphs: Weekend
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Summary: Commissioning is a crucial delivery and performance
evaluation process
Commissioning need facts & figures, methodology that guide us in devising a
better commissioning & verification plan for green buildings. These basic
information may be available from research in institution of higher learning. Normal
entities in construction industry may not have the time, resources and specialist to
research into these.
Input from Commissioning can be useful for decision makers throughout the
project development process from inception to completion, and beyond to
occupancy. Recommendation from Commissioning Specialist can help to make
high-quality decisions at each stage. Eventually Commissioning Specialist
summarizes performance metrics and evaluation criteria for relevant green
building features in a Commissioning Report.
Recommendations from commissioning can also be used as guide for justifiable
technical viability, economics and financial attributes of sustainable design. The
ability to foresee practical operation & verification problem is very important as this
has impact to the commercial accountability.
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THANK YOU
pssoong88@gmail.com
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